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Define your business. It's important that you define what type of small business you are so that everyone you work with
understands what you're trying to achieve .

There are companies that provide this service, or you could do it informally by asking friends and family. It
makes us think about everything from our pricing strategy through to the interface on our app and our website.
Writing a business plan Your guide to a successful business plan A good business plan defines what you want
to achieve and how you intend to achieve it. You should use research and, if possible, evidence, to support
your conclusions and include an action plan. None of my local independent bike shops had a website that
could tell me, on a mobile site, whether they had the part in stock. Naming your business The name you
choose for your business should reflect the image you want to project to your market. Writing it all down
When you write your business plan, remember to be clear, realistic and concise. So are businesses managing
their cash better? We see plenty of examples of what we would classify as a high street business which also
sells through Amazon or eBay and does really, really well. What are the biggest challenges right now for
SMEs? How will they benefit my business and help me to achieve my goals? Nothing needs to be set in stone,
however; business plans are dynamic documents â€” meaning that you should adjust your plan as your
business develops. But of course on the flipside, it also represents a fantastic buffer against the shocks of
Brexit or whatever else you believe is coming down the line. Are businesses diversifying their offering enough
in an ever-more-competitive landscape? Protecting your business idea Got a big idea? Banks have had a hard
time of that, but at Barclays we pride ourselves on how well we look after businesses in distress. How will I
make sure they are properly managed and trained? But I can go to the Wiggle or Evans website, click a button
and it will be delivered tomorrow. Otherwise, you will simply find yourself at the bottom of the quality curve.
I recently needed to buy a part for my bike and wanted to try and support local businesses in doing so.


